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Abstract: The objective of this study was to construct model life tables for the 14 provinces in Southern

Thailand. The data comprise the number of deaths in the year 2000 and the corresponding mid-year

populations at risk classified by gender, 5-year age group and province. We first estimated age-specific

death rates for males and females in each province. Logistic regression was then used for modeling a set

of life tables. It was found that six provinces (Narathiwat, Yala, Pattani, Satun, Krabi and Phuket) could

be fitted reasonably well with a common model for males and for females, and the remaining eight could

be grouped together in this way giving a different model. The main difference between these models

(labeled “south” and “north” respectively) is that for each gender the “south” model is smoother than that

of the corresponding “north” model. The “north” curves show peaks at age 25 years whereas the “south”

curves increase monotonically. Songkla and Narathiwat have relatively high mortality, whereas Ranong

and Krabi have lower than average mortality levels.
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INTRODUCTION

Population forecasting in Thailand is hampered by

the unavailability of accurate mortality data. Although

population data are collected from individual

households every ten years, in contrast to other

countries in South East Asia the data collection form

does not enquire about recent mortality. Moreover,

statistics based on death certificates are known to

undercount mortality, possibly by as much as 15% .[10]

The 2000 Population and Housing Census of

Thailand  reveals substantial differences in growth[8]

rates from 1990 to 2000 between the 14 provinces in

the Southern Region. For example, Phuket Province

grew by 50% during this decade, whereas the increase

in Nakhon Sri Thammarat was just 9%. There were

also substantial differences in growth rates between the

Muslim and non-Muslim populations in the Southern

provinces. For example, in Pattani Province the Muslim

population of the province (78% in 1990) increased by

19% in the decade from 1990 to 2000 while at the

same time the non-Muslim population increased by

only 3%, whereas the Muslim population of Krabi

(36% in 1990) also increased by 19% during the

decade but the non-Muslim population increased by

23%. Although these population changes are influenced

by migration (particularly in the case of Phuket) they

are mainly determined by differences in fertility rates

and different age structures in the resident populations.

Given that up-to-date small-area fertility data are

available in Thailand from birth certificates and that

small-area population age distributions are also

available from the National Statistical Office, it would

be possible to use these data as a basis for population

projection if only reasonable accurate mortality

statistics were available. In such situations model life

tables such as those originally developed by Coale and

Demeny  could be used. The method underlying these[4]

life tables assumes that the age-specific mortality

curves for various populations within a region belong

to a small number of families each indexed by a

parameter that signifies the mortality level.

Model life tables provide ways of deriving accurate

mortality schedules or predicting future trends from

scanty data. Constructing model life tables requires the

availability of accurate empirical life tables that depict

the different patterns of age-specific risk of death in

the population covered. In settings where accurate data

are unavailable, these provide invaluable tools for

estimating mortality conditions among populations.

Since the origin of demography, several systems for

constructing model life tables have been proposed, and
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these are described in detail by Murray et al. . For[7]

example, the UN model life tables  were constructed[12]

based on data from 158 life tables for each sex, using

quadratic functions to relate the mortality rate at one

n xage group ( q ) to the rate at the preceding age group

5 x-n( q ). Thus, knowledge of only one mortality

parameter determines a complete life table. Coale and

Demeny  constructed four families of model life tables[4 ]

based on data from 192 set of life tables from several

time periods for each sex, mostly from European areas.

This model identified four typical age patterns of

mortality, determined by geographical location of

population and their patterns of deviations from

previously estimated regression equations. In a further

development, Brass  assumed that two distinct age-[3]

patterns of mortality can be related to each other by a

linear transformation of the logit of their respective

survivorship probabilities. Later, the UN model life

table for developing countries  was developed to[13]

cover a wide range of mortality levels from developing

countries in different geographical areas (Latin

American, Chilean, South Asian, Far Eastern and a

General). However, these types of models depend on

the type of data that generated them, and may be less

suitable for small region like Southern Thailand.

In this paper our objective is to construct model

life tables for the 14 provinces in Southern Thailand,

based on mortality statistics by gender, 5-year age

group and province provided by the Ministry of Public

Health’s Bureau of Policy and Strategy . As in the[2]

method developed by Brass , we use a logit model.[3]

However, our method differs from that of Brass by

simply applying standard logistic regression analysis

directly to the age-specific mortality rate in each age

group to construct a model to fit the data in a specific

set of regions for each gender. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The basic data comprise the numbers of deaths in

the year 2000 and the corresponding (mid-year)

populations at risk classified by gender, 5-year age

group and province.

xLife Table: The method for constructing a life table l

for x in (0, 5, …, 85) by gender and province  is[9]

described as follows.

Denote the number of deaths and the population at

x xrisk in age group (x, x+5) by D  and P , respectively.

x x xThe age-specific death rate is M  = D /P . The

xprobability of dying between ages x and x+5 is q  =

x x 85 05M /(1+5M /2) for x < 85 and q  = 1. Now define l

= 100,000 and 

x+5 x xl  = (1- q ) l           (1 )

for each value of x. As an illustration, Table 1

illustrates the results obtained for males and females in

Pattani Province.

LOGISTIC REGRESSIONL: Since males and

females have essentially different life tables  we fitted[5]

separate models for the two sexes. In this method, the

outcome is the binary event denoting the death or

survival of a male or female at risk in a specific

demographic group indexed by 5-year age group and

xjprovince. The risk of death M  to such a person in age

group (x, x+5), and province j is defined in terms of

its logit as

xj xj x jln{M  /(1-M  )} = a  + b  , (2)

x jwhere a  is an age effect and b  is a province

effect. To avoid overparametrisation we can force the

province effects to have zero mean, i.e., 'bj=0. 

The model life table for province j is now obtained

xjby substituting the values of M  given by Equation (2)

into Equation (1).

Asymptotic results using statistical theory provide

estimates based on maximum likelihood fitting of the

model, together with confidence intervals and p-values

for testing relevant null hypotheses .[6]

Goodness-of-fit of Model: For each cell corresponding

to a combination of nominal determinants, the Pearson

residual is defined as

                   , (3)

where p is the proportion of outcomes observed in

xj the cell (M in Equation 2), .... ...... is the

corresponding probability given by the model, and n is

the total number of cases in the cell. The goodness-of-

fit of the model can be assessed visually by plotting

these z-values against corresponding normal scores. The

fit is adequate if the points in this plot are close to a

straight line with unit slope. A p-value for the

goodness-of-fit is obtained by subtracting the deviance

associated with the saturated model from the model

gdeviance and comparing this difference R  with a chi-

squared distribution having degrees of freedom equal to

g gn  - m, where n  is the number of cells and m  is the

number of parameters in the model.

Preliminary Analysis: Table 2 gives the male and

female life tables obtained by applying the method

method to the aggregated 2 to the aggregated data for

the year 2000 from all 14 provinces in the Southern

Region of Thailand. For purposes of comparison the

2002 life tables for all races in the United States  are [1]
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Table 1: Life table calculation for males and females in Pattani Province

males females

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

x x x x x x x x x xx D P 1000M q l D P 1000M q l

0 90 32165 2.798 0.01389 100000 74 30567 2.419 0.01202 100000

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 19 34188 0.556 0.00278 98611 10 32354 0.309 0.00154 98798

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10 29 31801 0.912 0.00455 98337 16 31776 0.504 0.00251 98645

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15 36 28437 1.266 0.00631 97890 15 28736 0.522 0.00261 98397

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20 37 26262 1.409 0.00702 97272 21 26174 0.802 0.00400 98141

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

25 87 23783 3.658 0.01812 96589 23 24589 0.935 0.00467 97748

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

30 97 21540 4.503 0.02226 94839 34 23057 1.475 0.00735 97292

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35 90 20052 4.488 0.02219 92727 37 21672 1.707 0.00854 96577

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

40 67 16497 4.061 0.02010 90669 39 17163 2.272 0.01130 95756

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

45 66 13991 4.717 0.02331 88846 46 14641 3.142 0.01559 94674

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50 73 10940 6.673 0.03282 86775 38 11044 3.441 0.01706 93198

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

55 87 9365 9.290 0.04540 83928 50 9579 5.220 0.02576 91609

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

60 129 8793 14.671 0.07076 80118 86 10251 8.389 0.04109 89249

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

65 161 6183 26.039 0.12224 74449 155 7422 20.884 0.09924 85582

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

70 218 5084 42.880 0.19364 65348 189 5607 33.708 0.15544 77089

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

75 167 2645 63.138 0.27265 52694 176 2917 60.336 0.26214 65106

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

80 158 1676 94.272 0.38146 38327 171 2052 83.333 0.34483 48039

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

85 215 1203 178.720 1.00000 23707 300 1759 170.551 1.00000 31474

also given in this table. Note that the female mortality

levels are only slightly greater than those for the US,

whereas the male mortality levels are substantially

higher than those for the US.

Model Life Tables: We first fitted the logistic

regression model described by equation (2) to the data

from all 14 provinces in the Southern Region. The

number of parameters in this model (m) is 31

corresponding to the constant plus 17 age group

parameters and 13 province parameters and the number

gof cells (n ) is 252 corresponding to the product of 18

age groups and 14 provinces, so the number of degrees

of freedom for assessing the goodness-of-fit of the

model is 221. 

The residual deviances based on these grouped

data are 553.78 for the males and 474.00 for the

females, indicating a poor fit in each case, as the plots

of Pearson residuals against normal scores (Figure 1)

show.

Next we looked for more homogeneous subgroups

of provinces, and found that six provinces (the four

southernmost – Narathiwat, Yala, Pattani and Satun –

together with Krabi and Phuket) could be fitted

reasonably well with common models for males and for

females, and the remaining eight could also be grouped

together in this way. We label these models as “south”

and “north”, respectively. Figure 2 shows the

corresponding plots of Pearson residuals.

Figure 3 shows plots of the mortality curves based

on the four fitted model life tables. As expected, the

male mortality is higher than that for females at all

ages (although the curves must converge at age 85

because the mortality at this age encompasses all

higher ages). The main difference between the “north”

and “south” mortality curves is that for each gender the

curve for the “south” model is smoother than that for

the corresponding “north” model. The “north” curves

show peaks at age 25 years whereas the “south” curves

increase monotonically.

Figure 4 shows locally smoothed age-specific

mortality curves for each group of provinces together

with the corresponding model curve for the group.

Allowing for statistical fluctuations in the data, the

model curves fit reasonably well.
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Table 2: Life tables for Southern Thailand (2000) and the US (2002)

    males      females

------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

x x x x x x x xx D P l l  (US) D P l l  (US)

0 766 364435 100000 100000 599 343532 100000 100000

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 221 394376 98955 99097 146 372369 99132 99267

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10 217 397676 98678 99014 133 380638 98938 99199

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

15 539 391618 98409 98900 198 382400 98765 99120

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

20 805 349995 97734 98436 295 342789 98510 98922

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

25 1466 338153 96616 97746 486 354058 98087 98688

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

30 1579 333236 94545 97091 486 349292 97416 98424

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35 1291 315919 92331 96367 509 327193 96741 98064

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

40 1013 267023 90463 95381 426 278914 95991 97500

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

45 1037 211532 88764 93929 504 220386 95261 96627

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

50 949 160092 86614 91809 569 168551 94178 95364

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

55 1196 135046 84084 88850 597 139516 92601 93572

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

60 1582 121082 80442 84637 955 133395 90641 90826

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

65 1911 91158 75353 78556 1290 102468 87453 86680

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

70 2086 67854 67848 70087 1588 78388 82117 80556

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

75 1878 37569 58163 58680 1609 45651 74200 71800

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

80 1660 20885 45241 44370 1805 28992 62183 59621

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

85 1985 15494 30242 28478 3082 25799 45433 43452

Fig. 1: Plots of Pearson residuals from logistic regression models fitted to all 14 Southern Thai provinces for

males (left) and females (right)

Figure 5 shows scatter plots of the province-

jspecific parameters (b ) for the two groups of

provinces. Note that these are centered so that their

average is 0 within each of the “north” and “south”

groups of provinces. From this plot it is clear that

Songkla and Narathiwat have relatively high mortality,

whereas Ranong and Krabi have lower than average

mortality levels.

Conclusions: This paper constructs model life tables

for 14 provinces in Southern Thailand, based on

mortality statistics by gender, 5-year age group and

province provided by the Ministry of Public Health’s

Bureau of Policy and Strategy. It was found that

subgroups of six provinces can be fitted with common

models for males and females, and the remaining eight

can  also  be  grouped together with a different model. 
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Fig. 2: Plots of Pearson residuals from logistic models fitted to groups of six (upper) and eight (lower) Southern

Thai provinces for males (left) and females (right)

Fig. 3: Age-specific mortality curves based on fitted logistic models

The main difference between these models (labeled

“south” and “north” respectively) is that the “south”

model is smoother than that of the “north” model. The

“north” curves show peaks at age 25 years whereas the

“south” curves increase monotonically. Songkla and

Narathiwat have relatively high mortality, whereas

Ranong and Krabi have lower than average mortality

levels. 

The high mortality rates for both male and female

aged 25 for the “north” provinces may be due to road

accident fatalities, which expose this age group to

higher risk than other ages. Given that the four

southernmost provinces (Satun, Pattani, Yala and

Natathiwat) have Muslim majorities and Muslims

refuse from alcohol, there are possibly more non-

Muslim alcohol drinking drivers in the “north” 
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Fig. 4: age-specific mortality curves with the corresponding model curves

Fig. 5: Province-specific relative mortality levels based on fitted logistic models

provinces than in the “south” provinces.  Also, public

transport centers in the region are located in three

(Chumphon, Suratthani and Songkla) of the eight

provinces in the “north” provinces. 

It should be noted that our mortality analysis is

done by province. It refers to the place where deaths

occur, which is not necessarily the place of residence.

This could explain the low mortality rates in small

provinces such as Ranong and Krabi. Most hospital

deaths occur in big cities. The three hospitals in

Songkhla province (Songkhla Hospital, Hat Yai

Hospital and Songklanakarin Hospital) are the main

hospitals in the South. This could explain the high

mortality rate in Songkla. Compared to the whole of

Thailand, the Southern region estimates of males and

females death rates for all ages are lower. The crude

death rates for males and females were 5.5 and 3.7

respectively, whereas the corresponding rates for the
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whole country were 7.0 and 4.9 . This could be due[11]

to hospital deaths in other major cities around the

country including the Bangkok metropolis. 

Although this study is limited by the quality of the

death registration data, the findings provide useful

information on the pattern of mortality at the micro

level. 
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